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1.0 Executive Summary
a)

Runtime Scheduler Candidate for SDP. This investigation revealed many merits of StarPU as a
runtime scheduler. The most impressive feature is that it is capable of scheduling a single
application to be executed by a CPU-and-GPU hybrid arrangement to the extent that the
productivity is, on some occasions, bigger than the sum of parts. Another merit is on the
handling of multiple instances of an application that is hard to parallelize such as FFT. These
merits lead to the conception of an economical and highly efficient compute node configuration
composed of a single socket CPU and up to 3 GPU devices. See Section 5 & 6 for test results and
Section 7 for a summary of findings.

b) Balance of Time to Program and to Execute. Assuming that the merits of StarPU revealed by this
investigation are redeemable by SDP, it would be fair to say that StarPU is a good or excellent
runtime scheduler for science pipelines written in C. However, fast execution time and good
scalability come at the cost of more or extra programming efforts for developing the applications
in C and specifying partitioning of the applications and data dependency using StarPU C
Extensions (macros or pragmas).
c)

Three Orders of Magnitude. Dask as the scheduler for applications written in Python takes a
different philosophical direction. Applications are easier to develop than C but the runtime
execution and scalability are not as good as C. The decision is therefore a balance of on-going
engineering costs (at which the Python ecosystem excels) versus capital and refresh hardware
prices (at which the C ecosystem excels). Each Dask scheduler-to-worker communication takes
about 10ms. StarPU scheduling takes microseconds and the difference is as significant as 3
orders of magnitude. The merits of the Python ecosystem in engineering cost saving would have
to be quantified for assessment.

d) Proof-of-Concept. This investigation was largely a proof-of-concept exercise. The next steps
should be moving towards prototyping with science code and computing hardware that become
available over time and are more realistic from a SDP or SKA perspective.
e)

Compute Efficiency. This investigation revealed the compute efficiency and scaling efficiency of a
compute node for various application code, problem size and hardware device scenarios. Though
the efficiency figures were of little to no use, they did provide a pointer going forward.

2.0 Introduction
a)

Separation of Algorithm and Workflow Scheduling. Each SDP is designed to ingest visibility data
from its SDP and to process the data to produce science products as pre-defined by the High
Priority Science Objectives within each observation timeframe. There is a design directive that
each SDP shall remain operational economically for 50 years and as such each SDP will be
upgraded or refreshed of its hardware and software over time. To meet these goals, designs shall
be as modular as attainable and this leads to the desire of separation of application algorithms
from workflow scheduling to be undertaken for SDP. The perceived scale of each SDP is certainly
a factor in favour of separation. Therefore, the development of science pipeline algorithms and
the choice of runtime scheduler have been two independent streams of design efforts during the
SDP Pre-Construction phase. This memo summarizes the investigation of StarPU as a candidate
of runtime schedulers for SDP consideration. A good scheduler shall optimise the use of available
hardware resources, observe data dependencies, facilitate the correct execution of algorithms,
and achieve the shortest overall pipeline execution time.

b) Open Source Runtime Scheduler for C Code. StarPU is an open source (released under Lesser
GNU Public License) distributed and parallel computing runtime task scheduler supporting a wide
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range of processors including x86 multicore CPU, multiple GPU devices, and multiple nodes. It
supports CUDA, OpenCL, MPI and various numeric libraries. It has been tested previously in SDP
under a few Jira tickets including TSK-2023 for an informal demonstration to the SKA Office on
2018-11-21 (https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/MN/SDP+informal+demos). This
investigation tested StarPU on C/C++ code applications without using wrappers. StarPU is written
in C and is believed to be for scheduling applications written in C/C++ (and FORTRAN) for
maximum efficiency and scalability.

3.0 Design of Tests to Assess StarPU
a)

StarPU as a Runtime Task Scheduler. StarPU was created in the University of Bordeaux in France
prior to 2010 and it has actively been maintained and upgraded over the years. The last release
was version 1.2.6 in September 2018. Its home page http://starpu.gforge.inria.fr/ has these two
statements in bold to express what it is and why it is needed respectively.
“A Unified Runtime System for Heterogeneous Multicore Architectures”
“Rather than handling low-level issues, programmers can concentrate on algorithmic
concerns!”

b) Test Applications. SDP ARL was written in Python and no SDP science applications written in C
and enabled with StarPU were available for this investigation. The investigation had to start with
2 applications supplied from the StarPU website. One is Cholesky Factorization and the other is
StarPU Fast Fourier Transform (Starpuff). They have very different computing requirements as
indicated by their operational intensity values and numeric precision choices shown below. The
range of computing requirements would have covered SDP science pipelines to a certain extent.
1) Cholesky Factorization is a decomposition of a positive definite symmetric matrix into a
triangular matrix and its transpose for real elements or conjugate transpose for complex
elements. Two matrix sizes and 2 block numbers were tested and they constituted 4
problem size scenarios of varying compute load, memory transfer load and operational
intensity- see table below. The block approach is desirable for reducing the computational
complexity by about 5 times- see Section 4g. The derivation of operational intensity (OI) is
given in Section 4h. Numeric values used in this investigation were Single Precision Real.

2) StarPU provides starpufft which is based on FFTW for CPU execution and cuFFT for GPU
execution. Numeric values used in this investigation were Double Precision (DP) Complex.




Compute complexity of a 2D matrix of N x N elements: 5 x N x N log2 N in Floating Point
Operations (FLOP)
Data transfer requirements for DP Complex Data of 16 bytes: 16 x N x N in Bytes
Operational Intensity of FFT: 5/16 log2 N in FLOP per Byte
For N = 1024
For N = 2048
For N = 4096
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c)

Conditioning of Source Code. For a C code application to be scheduled by StarPU, the source
code shall have been populated with StarPU C Extensions or API’s (which can be seen as
equivalent to macros or pragmas) and partitioned into codelets by the programmer. A codelet is
a parcel of source code instructions, and its data dependency has to be defined in the source
code. The implementation approach is similar to OpenMP, OpenCL, CUDA, and MPI; and StarPU is
added to the source code as a higher tier of control. Scheduling takes place dynamically during
execution. Data transfer also takes place dynamically to support execution and data dependency
requirements. StarPU C Extensions are supported by GCC 4.5 and above.

d) Scheduler Options. StarPU offered several scheduler options for programmer specification.
Owing to time constraint of this investigation, only 2 options were tested being DMDA and LWS.
StarPU manuals stated that the overhead per task (codelet scheduling) was typically in the order
of one microsecond. Tasks should be a few orders of magnitude bigger in order to make the
overhead negligible. In all situations, the scheduler must resolve data dependencies for a task or
codelet before it is admitted to a queue for hardware computation.
1) DMDA- this abbreviation stands for Data Aware De-queue Model. It is a performance
model and it requires some hardware computational and data transfer performance
properties to be known in advance. If this option was defined by the programmer without
supported by sufficient performance data, this option will be defaulted into the most basic
scheduler called EAGER which maintains one central queue of tasks for first-come-firstserved hardware allocation. DMDA implements data pre-fetching as a key contribution to
performance.
2) LWS- this abbreviation stands for Locality Work Stealing. When a compute resource (such
as CPU core or GPU device) becomes idle, it will steal a work parcel from a neighbouring
core or device. It is a non-performance scheduler meaning that it did not need any runtime
performance information for making its scheduling decision. Owing to this simplicity, it
may out-perform a performance scheduler in case the latter incurs too high an overhead
which defeats the purpose.
e)

Test Hardware. This investigation tested the following hardware compute processors individually
and as a single pool wherever they are technically compatible within a single node. Tested
scenarios include single socket CPU, dual socket CPU, single GPU, CPU plus GPU, and CPU plus 2
GPU’s. The following processors were tested. Devices with an asterisk * were mostly tested. No
Accelerated Processing Units (APU’s) were tested for the reason that the integrated GPU of
available APU’s was too weak to be useful.
o
o
o
o
o

f)

A single socket server CPU (AMD EYPC 7351P with 16 cores) *
A single socket desktop CPU (Intel i3-7100 with operating frequency of 3.9GHz)
A dual socket server CPU pair (2x Intel Xeon E5-2620v4 for a total of 16 cores)
A low cost consumer GPU (Nvidia GTX1050Ti with 768 CUDA cores) *
A mainstream consumer GPU (Nvidia RTX2070 with 2304 CUDA cores) *

Single vs Multiple Node Consideration. Only tests with a single compute node were reported.
This is because multiple nodes are meant for executing multiple instances of a pipeline or
multiple pipelines. On the other hand, multiple instances can be scheduled for a single compute
node if the hardware capacity permits. This investigation focussed on a single compute node to
reveal the scaling performance of a single pipeline or application and to arrive at an economical
and efficient compute node configuration.
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4.0 Factorization Speed Up, Operational Intensity and Compute Efficiency
a)

Let N stand for one dimension of a square matrix and nb stand for the number of blocks per
dimension. Based on Single Precision (SP) real data (4 bytes) and matrix symmetry, the size of
each block of input data and output data which is alternatively known as Memory Load (ML) in
Megabyte (MB) is given in the table for the 4 problem sizes. Owing to the symmetric nature of
the matrix, only the triangular portion of it needs to be read into computer cache. The formula
below provides for input and output data, each of which is a triangular matrix. Only the problem
size (N=30k, nb=20) has a memory requirement, as shown in red in the table below, exceeding
the L3 cache of E7351P per core of 4MB.
Memory Load (ML) in MB = (N/nb) x ((N/nb)/2 + 1) x 2 x 4 / 10^6

………………….. (a)

Table 2- Memory Requirements for 4 Problem Size Scenarios
b) According to the source code, the number of tasks (nt):
nt = nb + nb x (nb-1)/2 + (nb-1) x nb x (nb+1)/6 ……………………………….. (b)
For example, nb = 20  nt =1540 and nb = 100  nt = 171700
c)

The matrix size (N) and the number of blocks (nb) jointly decide the data transfer load (mtf) in
bytes.
mtf = nt x (N x N / nb x nb) x 4 bytes ………………………………………………… (c)

d) If no factorization is applied, the data transfer load (mt0) is:
mt0 = (N x N) x 4 bytes ……………………………………………………………………. (d)
e)

Therefore factorization causes an increase of memory transfer load:
mtf / mt0 = nt / (nb x nb) ………………………………………………………………… (e)

f)

According to the source code, the computational load per block (CL) is:
CL in GLOPs = [(N/nb) ^3 + (N/nb) ^2 /2 + (N/nb) /6] / 10^9

g)

………. (f)

The speed up over ‘no factorization’ (SU) is given in the last row of the table below, and the
speed up of the 4 problem size does not vary too much.
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Table 3- Runtime Speed Up of Algorithm for 4 Problem Size Scenarios
h) The Operation Intensity (OI) of the algorithm is a different story. The table shows that (10k, 100)
has the lowest OI which is well below that of a mainstream GPU. Note that Table 1 was
rearranged in presentation format to Table 4 for ease of reference.

Table 4- Operational Intensity of Algorithm of 4 Problem Size Scenarios
i)

Compute Efficiency is the ratio of GFLOPs attained in the test over the theoretical peak GFLOPs
given by or estimated from hardware vendor specification. Theoretical peak data are given
below. Runtime Compute Efficiency data is given in Section 5. All data are Single Precision Real.


Peak E7351P is rated 614 GFLOPs (16c x 16SP x 2.4G), memory bandwidth of 154GB/s,
and Operational Intensity of 4.0



Peak GTX1050Ti is 2.1TFLOPs, 112GB/s and 18.8 respectively



Peak RTX2070 is 7.5TFLOPs, 448GB/s, and 16.7 respectively

5.0 Test Results on Cholesky Factorization


Three tests were presented here in terms of the complexity of the hardware configuration of a single
compute node.




CPU only
CPU + GPU
CPU + 2 GPU

5.1 CPU Only in Compute Node
a)

Purpose. It was to reveal how compute processor hardware specifications relate to scaling of
application.

b) Findings in Brief: Detailed test set up and results are given in Appendix A.
1)

In terms of hardware features, the number of cores in a CPU is an important
performance indicator for the scheduler, the last cache size of a CPU must be big
enough to hold the dataset being computed, and the operating frequency of a CPU is
not as critical as traditionally thought.

2)

For the application with a large dataset, EPYC 7351P achieved a high level of core scaling
linearity- speed up was 15.7 times with 16 cores over 1 core giving a scaling efficiency of
98.4%. Extrapolation may indicate the maximum speed up achievable but this would be
conditional on all cores being homogeneous parts of a CPU. A possible next step is to
test with a 32 or even 64 cores CPU.

3)

Double sockets did show up the latency of inter-socket communication and this affected
the Compute Efficiency. The Dual Xeon tested attained the best compute efficiency of
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43% whilst single socket E7351P attained 54%. E7351P runtime was about 1.40 times
lower than Dual Xeon for high Algorithm OI values and about 1.09 times for low
Algorithm OI values.
5.2 CPU and GPU in Compute Node
a)

Purpose: It was to confirm if StarPU was able to schedule the execution of an application with
the GPU alone and with the CPU and GPU in a load sharing mode, and how the application scales
in each situation. A secondary purpose was to test 2 types of scheduler options given by StarPU
and to reveal their scheduling and scaling performance for different problem sizes.

b)

Findings in Brief: Detailed test set up and results are given in Appendix B.
1) Both schedulers tested, namely DMDA and LWS, were able to schedule the application
in CPU only, GPU only, or in hybrid mode (CPU and GPU sharing workload). The
performance scheduler DMDA was desirable when the problem size exceeds a certain
threshold below which the non-performance scheduler LWS would match the simplicity
better.
2) The Compute Efficiency of the tested GPU (GTX1050Ti) was more sensitive to the
Algorithm OI than the tested CPU (E7351P). The GPU showed a range of 5% to 69% of
Compute Efficiency for the 4 problem sizes, whereas the CPU showed 21% to 53%. In
all but one problem size, the GPU was faster than the CPU. The odd case was when the
Algorithm OI = 9 which was lower than the GPU device ridge point OI. Low OI was
shown to be bad for scaling as an echo to SDP Memo 55 and 57. (Note: ridge point OI
refers to the Roofline diagram of the hardware device- it is where the theoretical
maximum compute capability would reduce from the peak value towards zero along a
slant line or decreasing application OI.)
3) In terms of the Compute Capability or runtime, the hybrid mode was faster than either
GPU or CPU alone and was higher than the sum of parts when the problem size is small
(N = 10k). This could be expected because the 2 devices had different sensitivity to
problem size and there could be a couple of sweet spots.

5.3 CPU and 2 GPU in Compute Node
a)

Purpose: It was to reveal if 2 GPU devices in a compute node are desirable or not at all.

b) Findings in Brief: Detailed test set up and results are given in Appendix C.
1) This test confirmed a prediction previously given in SDP Memo 55 (2018-09-05) Section
2.4e which prescribed a compute node to be made up of one CPU and three GPU
devices for executing 3 instances of the same pipeline in order to achieve optimisation
of capital spend, cabinet space and operating wattage consumption.
2) As far as Cholesky Factorization is concerned, having 2 GPU’s in the same node is
desirable for the shortest application runtime. Whilst 2 GPU’s are desirable, allocating
them to 2 instances of the application (or science pipeline) would produce a higher level
of hardware utilisation.
3) Whilst the CPU must be present, only a low count of cores was needed. Assigning too
many cores to the application revealed a negative scaling effect.
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4) A GPU with a high specification of features does not necessarily deliver extra
performance matching the magnitude of difference to a lower specification GPU. Tests
revealed that a card 3 times of core count and price of a cheaper card delivered up to 2
times of runtime compute capabilities for an algorithm with high OI. The benefit would
reduce for algorithms of lower OI.

6.0 Test Results on FFT
a)

Introduction: StarPU has implemented FFT based on FFTW and cuFFT for execution in CPU
and GPU respectively. The application is called Starpufft and it has been enabled with StarPU
C Extensions for runtime scheduling and allocation of hardware resources. At this stage,
StarPU has not implemented FFTW as a single instance for multi-core execution although
such a version is given on FFTW website
(http://www.fftw.org/fftw3_doc/Multi_002dthreaded-FFTW.html#Multi_002dthreadedFFTW) and was tested in this investigation. This investigation ran multiple instances of FFTW
in CPU to see how StarPU handles parallel processing.

b) Purposes: To reveal how StarPU fares as a runtime scheduler for FFT in a single compute
node.

c)



This investigation revealed that CPU scaling in terms of cores was useful for multiple
instances of FFT whereas GPU scaling in terms of devices was hardly helpful.



StarPU was able to speed up multiple instances of FFT calculation by adding one CPU
core to one GPU device as the resource pool for the tasks.

Test Set Up
1)
2)
3)
4)

Application: starpufft
Scheduler: StarPU v1.2.5 DMDA
Operating System: Ubuntu 18.04.1
Test Hardware: EPYC 7251P CPU, 128GB memory, GTX1050Ti GPU with 4GB global
memory, and RTX2070 with 8GB global memory
5) Test Specifications:







Grid size of 1024x1024, 2048 x 2048, and 4096x4096 elements
DP Complex
Mode for FFTW is Estimate (that is, no planning was done for optimising
computation time)
Compiler: GCC for FFTW (open source) and Nvidia NVCC for CUFFT (proprietary)
In-place computation was not specified
Runtimes shown in the test results for GPU execution include PCIe memcopy

d) Test Results


2)

Test result presentation: The table shows 3 matrix sizes and 3 test runs of 1, 16, and
32 FFT instances for each matrix size. The runtimes for multiple instances have been
averaged by dividing the total runtime by the number of instances. All figures are
runtimes in milliseconds for one instance. Red figures were meant for attracting
attention.
FFTW Multi-threading is effective
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Table 5- FFTW Runtime for 3 transform sizes and 3 threading scenarios



3)

Row 2 of table: 16 threads reduced the runtime of single thread by 11 times for
16 instances of grid 4096 (from 5966ms to 540ms)
Row 3 of table: 32 threads reduced the runtime of single thread by over 11
times for 32 instances of grids 4096

Starpufft employed the single threaded version of FFTW for execution in CPU.

Table 6- Starpufft Runtime in CPU for 3 transform sizes and 3 core count scenarios




4)

Column N=1: More CPU cores than one did not reduce the runtime
Column N=16: Starpufft started to perform
Column N=32: Starpufft using 8 cores was best for a small grid (S1), and using
16 cores was necessary for a larger grid (S2 and S3) to produce the fastest
runtime. For example, 16 cores reduced the runtime by 10 times of a single
core for 32 instances of FFT.

When a GPU only was allocated to FFT, the table below shows that the GPU was
insensitive to the number of FFT instances initiated.

Table 7- cuFFT Runtime for 3 transform sizes in 2 versions of GPU devices


5)

For the 3 grid sizes tested, GPU was significantly faster than CPU by 35 to 70
times

Hybrid Hardware Arrangements

Table 8- Starpufft Runtime for 3 transform sizes in 3 hardware arrangements


Row Band 1: A fast GPU with 1 CPU core added to the resource pool produced
some reduction of runtime. The reduction could be up to 2 times such as for
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6)

16 and 32 instances of grid size 2048 from 19ms to 10ms. More CPU cores
were not needed.
Row Band 2: A slow GPU did not need any CPU help as the extra scheduling
burden showed up.
Row Band 3: Having 2 GPU’s and CPU was hardly desirable for the problem
sizes tested.
Note: Whenever a GPU device was included in the resource pool, the
scheduling for the GPU took place in a dedicated CPU core. Any CPU cores
added to the resource pools had to be extra. Scheduling for CPU took place in
the same CPU core.

Compute Efficiency









N = one dimension of square matrix NxN
Compute Load (CL) = 5*N*N*Log2N / 10^9 in GFLOP
Actual Compute Capability (CC) in TFLOPs = CL / Runtime in ms
The peak compute capability of RTX2070 was given in SP only by the vendor.
This investigation assumed DP = 1/32 SP as for the Pascal generation such as
GTX1070.
The last row of the table shows that Compute Efficiency (CE) is very low from
4.2% to 6.4% due to the low Operational Intensity (OI) of the FFT algorithm at
about 3. The CE improves slightly for larger matrix sizes which increases the OI
correspondingly.
The runtime in this table includes the memcopy time over PCIe. The CE would
improve substantially if memcopy time could be hidden (whilst the GPU was
doing computing work).

Table 9- Compute Efficiency of RTX2070 in DP for 3 transform sizes

7.0 Summary of Findings
a)

This investigation revealed that the number of cores in a CPU was an important resource for the
scheduler, that the last cache size must be big enough to hold the dataset being computed, and
that double sockets did show up the latency of inter-socket communication. See Section 5.1.

b) Both schedulers- DMDA and LWS tested were able to schedule the application in CPU only, GPU
only, or in hybrid. The performance scheduler DMDA was desirable when the problem size
exceeded a certain threshold below which the non-performance scheduler LWS would match the
computing load better. See Section 5.2.
c)

StarPU produced the wonder that the productivity of a hybrid hardware arrangement was
greater than the sum of parts on some circumstances. Furthermore, one single CPU core was all
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that were needed to produce wonder and surplus cores may produce a negative return for a
hybrid arrangement. See Section 5.2 and 5.3.
d) Does SDP really need 2 GPU’s per compute node? This is an economic consideration. Whilst 2
GPU’s are desirable, allocating the 2 GPU’s to 2 instances of the application (or science pipeline)
would produce a higher level of hardware utilisation. This finding supported the prediction
previously given in SDP Memo 55 (dated 2018-09-05) Section 2.4e which prescribed a compute
node to be made up of one CPU and three GPU devices for executing 3 instances (or multiples)
of the same pipeline in order to achieve optimisation of capital spend, cabinet space and
operating wattage consumption.
e)

Small problem size did not need scaling. Low operational intensity was bad for scaling. See
Section 5.2.

f)

CPU scaling in terms of cores within a compute node was useful for multiple instances of FFT
whereas GPU scaling in terms of devices was hardly helpful. Furthermore, StarPU was able to
speed up multiple instances of FFT by having one CPU core on top of one GPU device as the
resource pool for the tasks. See Section 6.

Appendix A
a)

Factorization Tests with Single CPU

Purpose. It was to reveal how compute processor hardware specifications relate to scaling of
application

b) Hardware:
1) Two CPU products with different specifications were tested with Cholesky Factorization on
LWS scheduler. They are Intel i3-7100 with 2 cores and a high operating frequency of 3.9GHz
and AMD EYPC-7351P with 16 cores and 2.4GHz operating frequency. The tests revealed that
CPU hardware microarchitecture specifications are important (such as L3 cache) for
understanding scaling and that the problem size must be large enough for the full utilization
of hardware computing resources. Surprisingly StarPU achieved a high level of linearity (or a
low level of sub-linearity) in the 16 core tests. This finding is encouraging.
2) Single Socket (AMD EYPC-7351P) and Dual Sockets (Intel E5-2620v4) were tested on Cholesky
Factorization and DMDA/LWS schedulers. This test revealed that Dual Xeon with the same
number of cores as a single EYPC7351P and slightly more expensive was not as effective as
7351P in terms of execution runtime, compute efficiency, and scaling of the application.
Vendor Specifications

EYPC 7351P Single
Xeon E5-2620v4 x
Socket
Dual Sockets
Chip Fabrication Process (foundry) 14nm (Global)
14nm (Intel)
No. of Physical Cores
16
8 x 2 = 16
L3 Cache
64MB
20MB x 2 = 40MB
Operating Frequency (base)
2.4GHz
2.1GHz
AVX2 computational capacity SP
614.4 GFLOPs
268.8 GFLOPs x2
Memory Controller
8
4
Memory Bandwidth
153.6 GB/s
68.3 GB/s
Vendor RRP
US$ 760
US$420 x 2
Table 10- Vendor Specifications of EYPC 7351P and Xeon E5-2620v4 Dual Sockets
c)

Test Results
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1) Sub-Test #1 was for comparing the responses of 2 CPU’s to StarPU scheduling of
Cholesky Factorization with 10k matrix size and 20 blocks. I3-7100 scored 12.5 GFLOPs
SP which is equivalent to 9.3% compute efficiency. E7351P scored 275 GFLOPs SP and
it is equivalent to 44.8% compute efficiency. If only 2 cores were used on E7351P, its
runtime is about one third of i3-7100 as shown in the last column of the table below.
The poor compute efficiency and long runtime for i3-7100 was not initially expected as
its operating frequency is way above E7351P. The size of L3 cache per core was
believed to be a main factor for the real life performance difference.

Table 11- Vendor Specification of EYPC 7351P and Core i3-7100
2) Sub-Test #2 was for revealing the scalability of the application on E7351P. The test
varied from a small problem size (10k x 10k matrix in 20 x 20 blocks) to a large problem
size (up to 60k x 60k in 100 x 100 blocks). Scaling was better for large matrix size than
small matrix size. Only the large problem size test results are shown below. The speed
up was fairly consistent for all steps. An even pattern of scaling tends to confirm that
the scheduling activities were evenly spread among all active workers as StarPU has
stated. Extrapolating the graph gave max ncpu cores = 712 and max Speed Up = 355
times.

Table 12- Runtime Speed Up Ratio of Cholesky Factorization with EPYC 7351P
3) Sub-Test #3 was for comparing the impact of CPU sockets on scaling.


The first finding is that the default StarPU scheduler LWS is slightly more
effective than the performance scheduler DMDA for all 4 problem sizes tested
in terms of scaling. The biggest difference is for problem size (10k, 100) which
has the lowest Operational Intensity. LWS has lower scheduling cost than
DMDA and the low Operational Intensity amplifies the sequence of this lower
cost. The tables show tests on Dual Xeon, and a similar pattern was expected
for Single E7351P.
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Table 13- Runtime Speed Up of Cholesky Factorization with Dual Xeon


LWS was chosen as the scheduler for further tests. The table below shows that
Dual Xeon was not as efficient as Single E7351P in all 4 scenarios. The last
column shows that E7351P produced over 40% more computing power than
DX for 3 out of 4 problem sizes and 9% more for (10k, 100) which has the
lowest operational intensity. An algorithm of low OI is obviously less sensitive
to the raw hardware computational capability than one with a higher OI.

Table 14- Speed Up and Compute Efficiency comparison of Dual Xeon and EPYC
7351P


In terms of Scale Up of runtime, DX scored from 10.6 to 12.2 for the range of
problem sizes tested whereas E7351P scored from 13.2 to 15.3. In terms of
Compute Efficiency, DX scored in the range of 30% to 43% and E7351P in the
range of 29% to 54%. What is common between the two hardware devices is
that they performed best for the same problem size of (30k, 100) as shown in
Row 4. What is special about this problem size? (30k, 20) in Row 3 has the
highest OI and it should lead to the best hardware performance. The issue
with (30k, 20) is that its data footprint was bigger than the cache of E7351P
and certainly the cache of DX. This was a major handicap and thus allowed
another problem size of a lower OI to emerge as the best scenario. A smaller
problem size (10k, 20) shown in Row 1 has a higher OI than (30k, 100) but it is
too small to saturate the hardware capability provisions.
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Another issue with DX is that some data had to cross the 2 processor dies via a
link called Intel’s QPI within the same node and this incurs extra latency. The
plot of Speed Up versus number of active cores shows the uneven spacing of
performance of DX relative to E7. It is a standard NUMA (Non Uniform
Memory Architecture) behaviour. In reality, E7351P consisted of 2 dies as well
and they were linked with AMD’s Infinity Fabric. However, Infinity Fabric did
not show its presence in the performance plot.
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Table 15- Runtime Scaling Speed Up comparison of Dual Xeon and EPYC 7351P

Appendix B
a)

Factorization Tests with CPU and GPU in Compute Node

Purposes: It was to confirm if StarPU was able to schedule the execution of an application
with the CPU alone, the GPU alone, and with the CPU and GPU in a load sharing mode and
how the application scales in each situation. A secondary purpose was to test 2 types of
scheduler options given by StarPU and to reveal their scheduling and scaling performance
for different problem sizes.

b) Scheduler: Two StarPU schedulers were tested: a performance option DMDA (data aware
de-queueing model and the default non-performance option LWS (locality Work Stealing).
c)

Hardware: Computing hardware devices tested were AMD server processor EPYC 7351P
with 16 cores and 128GB main memory (Hyper-threading was not tested) and Nvidia
consumer GPU GTX1050Ti with 768 CUDA cores and 4GB global memory. The runtime or
performance of the GPU shown in this test report included the memory copy time over the
PCIe lanes.

d) Test Results on Operational Intensity and Compute Efficiency:
1)

Both application and scheduler pairs ran successfully in all 3 hardware
arrangements (CPU alone, GPU alone, and Hybrid) for the problem sizes tested.

2)

Figures in the table below are GFLOPs SP and Compute Efficiency % respectively
per hardware type. GPU performance figures have accounted for the memcopy
time over the PCIe lanes.

Table 16- Compute Efficiency comparison of GPU Only, CPU only & Hybrid
3)

As indicated by the large variations of Compute Efficiency, GPU was very sensitive
to the Algorithm OI whereas CPU was not as sensitive.
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e)

f)

4)

The maximum Compute Efficiency for each hardware type is shown in Red (for
ease of reference). Matrix size of 30k facilitated higher Compute Efficiencies than
the smaller matrix size of 10k. A higher OI should correlate with a higher
Compute Efficiency but it was not the case for the CPU for the reason that the
dataset size for (30k, 20) was larger than the L3 cache of the CPU.

5)

Row 1 of the table shows that Hybrid attained 931 GFLOPs which is slightly higher
than the sum of 570 GFLOPs for GPU only and 265 GFLOPs for CPU Only.

Test Results on Scaling and Choice of Scheduler:
1)

Problem size is an important factor for scaling. Too small a problem size naturally
could not use available computing resources efficiently.

2)

When a GPU device was included as part of the compute resource pool, not all
available CPU cores were useful. Thus negative scaling of CPU cores was exposed.

3)

Low operational intensity is bad for scaling.

4)

Whilst the performance scheduler DMDA performs better, there were problem
size scenarios that favoured LWS. The test results provided a good reference to
the capabilities and performance of the StarPU scheduler tested.

Detail of Test based on Scheduler DMDA
1)

The table below is a summary of test results and does not show all test results.




The label ‘1 dmda’ means 1 CPU core and dmda scheduler option was
used
The figure in each cell is the execution time in millisecond.
The following figures in the table deviated from the heading
o 2608 was the fastest runtime achieved with 14 cores (not 16)
o 358 was the fastest runtime achieved with H-10 cores (not 14)
o 2364 was the fastest runtime achieved with H-12 cores (not
14)

Table 17- Runtime GFLOPS comparison of GPU Only, CPU only and Hybrid


For all problem sizes, Hybrid hardware was faster than GPU-Only or CPUOnly. As the application is compute intensive, one may expect the GPU
was the fastest computing device and sharing the workload with a CPU
would a drag. The test results suggest that the CPU was not a drag and it
was capable of sharing the workload with the GPU in a positive manner.
This is a pleasantly surprise finding when enabled with the StarPU DMDA
scheduler.



How much faster GPU+CPU over GPU-Only was as tested? The Runtime
nd
Ratio figures in the 2 last column show a max of 1.6 times as tested. This
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figure is very substantial as it implies that the CPU was as fast as a 0.6 GPU.
Nevertheless, this figure is highly dependent on the specification of the
CPU and GPU devices tested and generalisation of the test results is
premature.


The CPU-Only column shows the runtime for (30k, 20) was very close to
(30k, 100) for 1 core and longer for 16 cores. This oddity of the pattern can
be explained in terms of the CPU L3 cache size. E7 provides 4MB L3 cache
per core, but (30k, 20) in SP float requires 9.01MB to accommodate the
input and output triangular grids. This problem size was the only one of
the 4 sizes tested not accommodated by L3 cache and extra time for more
memory accesses was incurred.



Another major oddity of the table surrounds the (10k, 100) problem size.
o GPU-Only gave significantly lower GFLOPS than other problem
sizes. It was because the Operational Intensity of the algorithm
was as low as 8.5- well below the ridge point of 18.8 for the GPU.
o

CPU-Only also gave significantly lower GFLOPs than other problem
sizes. The graph also shows max scaling occurring with 14 cores.
Low algorithm OI was believed to be the cause and a small
problem size might mean that it did not need more computing
resource.

Table 18- Hardware Scaling comparison of 4 Problem Sizes
f)

Detail of Test based on Scheduler LWS

Table 19- Runtime comparison of GPU only, CPU only and Hybrid
1) The patterns of test results for LWS are mostly similar to DMDA except the
following points.
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2) The hybrid arrangement was not always the fastest as in the case of DMDA. For
(30k, 20), it was slower than GPU-Only. (30k, 20) had the highest algorithm OI of
125 and the problem size was not small. This was favourable to GPU execution.
On the other hand, its memory requirement exceeded the CPU L3 cache size and
its involvement in science crunching became a drag on the GPU. For other
problem sizes which hybrid was faster than GPU-Only, the hybrid GFLOPs was not
higher than the sum of its parts. Scheduler DMDA was a convincing winner here.
3) Scheduler LWS is not a flat loser. It won on the problem size of (10k, 100) which
has an OI of less than 9 or the ridge point of GPU. Since LWS did not impose the
same level of scheduling overhead as DMDA, it allowed the GPU, CPU, and hybrid
to spend more time on science crunching. The hybrid arrangement had a runtime
that was 35% faster than DMDA. For other problem sizes executed by GPU-Only
or CPU-only, LWS performed similarly or slightly better than DMDA.

Appendix C
a)

Factorization Tests with CPU + 2 GPU in Compute Node

Purpose: It was to reveal if 2 GPU devices in a compute node were desirable or not at all.

b) Hardware
1)

The GPU devices tested were GTX 1050Ti and RTX 2070. RTX 2070 was more
powerful than GTX1050Ti by a big margin- see the table below for a comparison
of their computational properties. There was a natural expectation that 2070
would do a better job in place of 1050, but whether they would do a better job
together was not as predictable.

Table 20- Vendor Specifications of RTX2070 and GTX1050Ti
c)

Test Set Up
1)

The scheduler is StarPU DMDA which is data aware in the performance class

2)

Previous tests: The test set up was identical to several previous tests. As such,
some previous test results were incorporated here for comparison purposes.
These include CPU only (E7351P), GPU Only (GTX 1050Ti), and Hybrid 1 (CPU and
st
1050Ti). They are shown in the 1 test result table below.

3)

New tests: GPU Only (RTX 2070), Hybrid 2 (CPU and 2070), 2 GPU’s (1050Ti and
nd
2070), and All Together (1 CPU and 2 GPU’s). They are shown in the 2 test result
table below.

d) Test Results
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Table 21- Runtime Comparison of GPU only, CPU only, & 3 Hybrid Arrangements
1)

The 2 tables are in fact 2 parts of a wide table and they should be read as such.
nd
That is, the rows in the 2 table correspond to the 4 problem sizes shown in the
first table. The figures are runtime in millisecond.

2)

In table part 1/2, the column for multiple CPU cores are labelled as 16 cores and
14 cores respectively. In table part 2/2, the columns for multiple CPU cores
were not labelled with the count of max cores and they referred to the count of
cores that produced the best result.

3)

The shortest runtime for each problem size
 (10k, 20) is 264ms by All Together, otherwise it is 336ms by Hybrid 2
 (10k,100) is 1890ms by All Together, otherwise it is 1900ms by Hybrid
2
 (30k, 20) is 2159ms by All Together, otherwise it is 2423ms by 2 GPU’s
 (30k, 100) is 3847ms by All Together, otherwise it is 4482ms by 2
GPU’s

4)

As far as Cholesky Factorization is concerned, having 2 GPU’s in the same node
is desirable for the shortest application runtime. Whilst the CPU must be
present, a low count of cores was needed and assigning too many cores to the
application revealed a negative scaling effect.

5)

Does SDP really need 2 GPU’s per compute node? This is an economic
consideration. Whilst 2 GPU’s (or All Together) is desirable, allocating the 2
GPU’s to 2 instances of the application (or science pipeline) would produce a
higher level of productivity.

6)

Moreover, one CPU supporting 2 (or 3) GPU’s per compute node is a good
economic mix. This is because each instance of the science pipeline would need
a low count of CPU cores and a CPU could easily support 3 GPU’s (provided that
the CPU has enough PCIe controllers).

7)

Unfortunately, an anomaly of the test results existed. GTX 1050Ti-only (3035ms)
was faster than RTX 2070-only (3972ms) for problem size (10k, 100). Retesting
did not change the result. The anomaly is related to the low OI of the problem
size which is lower than either GPU. This anomaly cannot be explained if the
specifications sourced from the vendor website are correct or unless it was due
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to immature drivers for Ubuntu since RTX 2070 was very new at the time of
testing.
8)

The anomaly influenced the hybrid test results too when the GPU collaborated
with one CPU core. GTX-1050Ti + 1 core was faster than RTX-2070 + 1 core
(3024ms vs 3730ms). When more CPU cores were allocated, RTX 2070 regained
superiority.

9)

Other than the anomaly, RTX-2070 was proved to be a more superior GPU than
GTX-1050Ti as the vendor specifications suggested in the first place. However,
the superiority in performance did not always match the magnitude of the
specification difference. The margin is high only when the OI of the problem
size is high. For problem size (30k, 20) with OI = 125, RTX with one CPU core
achieved 2859ms vs 5713ms from GTX with one CPU core. The speed up ratio is
2. Otherwise, a high spec card could be an over-kill on economic
considerations.
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Post- Script Discussions
Peter Wortmann added a comment - 06/Feb/19 16:23
Some small points on nomenclature:


Is there a good reason why characterise StarPU as a scheduler? A schedule is basically a
mapping of tasks to execution times- this is only a small part of what StarPU does.
Architecturally we use the term "execution framework".
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"Each SDP is designed to ingest visibility data from its SDP" - SDP ingests more than just
visibilities. The data might come from other SDP instances, but also CSP, PSS and PST
depending on observation.
"produce science products as pre-defined by the High Priority Science Objectives" - SDP is
not specialised towards the high priority science objectives. As the name implies, those just
have the highest priority, therefore they are typically used to guide the design. Actual
observational parameters will likely be even more varied.
"and achieve the shortest overall pipeline execution time." - careful with superlatives. As
often pointed out, realising the shortest execution time is an NP-hard problem.

On a high level, it is good to see that StarPU delivers on the promise to allow hybrid computing. It
would have been interesting to test this on an example more relevant to radio astronomy though.
Something computationally expensive like DFT or IDG might make it look good.
I am also a bit puzzled that you quickly dismiss the requirement for distribution, instead suggesting to
run multiple instances of a pipeline, even on the same node. This will not generally be possible, as
running parallel pipelines increases memory requirements. Instead we will likely have to think of
pipelines as distributed across up to hundreds of nodes. It would be interesting to see whether StarPU
can deal with that, especially when memory is tight.
TN Chan added a comment - 07/Feb/19 07:41
Hi Peter, thanks a lot for your valuable comments. I agree with all comments you made and will put
them into the next Revision of the memo when it is ready for publishing. Regarding the last point, I
did not dismiss the requirements for distribution and I limited the investigation to a single node for
the purpose of stressing it out and finding an optimal node configuration. Memory is a principal
resource and is definitely a major issue for consideration when the requirements become more
complex than investigated. We will need to test on clusters soon (this is a definite requirement). Now
let us go back to the first comment on execution framework vs scheduler. Personally I have tried my
best to avoid going near execution frameworks as the term looks like something too grand for me to
put into a single node for testing. On the other hand, run time scheduling is the essence of the
investigation and so it was adopted in the report. Thank you again for extending my views. Cheers, TN
Peter Wortmann added a comment - 07/Feb/19 12:41
Well, isn't the efficiency of network I/O also a rather important part of the optimal node and software
configuration? In my mind, getting serious amounts of data from GPU memory on one node to GPU
memory on another node is one of the core things that StarPU might help us with.
Architecturally an execution framework is something that allows us to execute processing
components - single kernels with in-memory dependencies, so basically exactly what codelets are in
StarPU. There is nothing inherently "grand" about it. I am just trying to encourage people to use the
architectural terms so we are all speaking the same language. Smile
TN Chan added a comment - 08/Feb/19 02:03
Hi Peter, I would like to take a compute island perspective (instead of compute node perspective) for
thinking about inter-node data distribution and reducing inter-node data dependency. StarPU is
capable (according to the maintainers) of inter-node run time scheduling and I hope to be able to get
to verify this aspect sooner than later. So we do speak the same language here, although I am still
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fearful of getting close to the word grand such as the grand unification of forces in the universe. Your
helping hands are taken and appreciated. Cheers, TN
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